Rob Cory, Speech Code Slayer

The Review's Man of the Year

By: Society Editors
what brought him to fight University’s speech code. He explained: “I decided that somebody had to stand up and make the argument that the speech code was damaging to Stanford and damaging to its students by cutting off the free flow of knowledge and information....I had a disgust for tyranny over students’ minds. That’s what the speech code was, which is antithetical to the mission of higher education....Suing the University was our only choice; we had no other option.”

Taking on a team of attorneys hired by the University, considered by many to be some of the finest in the state, Mr. Corry and his team of plaintiffs managed to win the case and defeat the University’s speech code, a decision the University has decided not to appeal. Mr. Corry credits his fellow team members, particularly Stanford Law student Scott Kupor, for playing a key role in helping him win the case.

Since this decision one year ago, there has been no reported incidence which would have violated the former speech code. According to Mr. Corry, this “totally vindicates our theory that the speech code was totally unnecessary. All along we argued that the speech code was not needed.”

Mr. Corry sees the speech code case as the first of many cases in which he plans to litigate for the sake of justice. With the precedent-setting speech code case behind him, Mr. Corry is now working at the Pacific Legal Foundation, a public interest legal organization in Sacramento. There, he has been actively engaged in a number of civil rights cases. In one of his current cases, for instance, he represents Governor Wilson in a law suit against government-mandated affirmative action policies. His legal accomplishments thus far -- less than two years after graduating from law school -- have caught the attention of The National Law Journal, which named him one of the top 40 lawyers under age 40.

When asked about his plans for the future, Mr. Corry revealed that he has been asked to run for California Attorney General in 1998. Although he is definitely interested in this opportunity, he is not prepared to announce his candidacy at this point; because, he claimed, “I may be able to do more for the issues I believe in at the Pacific Legal Foundation than as part of the government.”

Regardless of whether he decides to run for office, one thing is for certain: Robert Corry has and will continue to make a difference. ☞
Free Speech Movement ’90s Style

In 1964, students at the University of California, Berkeley, took to the streets in the name of free speech. Three decades later and a few miles across San Francisco Bay, a small cadre of Stanford University students set out with the same goal. But instead of carrying placards toward the campus square, they took to court armed with legal briefs.

The Stanford speech code—also known as the Grey Interpretation for its author, law professor Thomas Grey—was adopted in 1990 after 18 months of heated campus debate over prohibiting “hate speech.” In its own terms, the code sought “to clarify the point at which free expression ends and prohibited discriminatory harassment begins.” It did so by proscribing speech or expression that “is intended to insult or stigmatize an individual or a small number of individuals on the basis of their sex, race, color, handicap, religion, sexual orientation, or national or ethnic origin.”

Stanford was confident that the carefully worded code, which followed the famous “Fighting Words” doctrine laid out in Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire—combined with Stanford’s status as a private institution, which renders it less vulnerable to legislative/judicial interference than, for instance, U.C. Berkeley—would provide ample protection against any legal challenge. In any other state, this strategy might have worked. In 1992, however, California amended its education code with the Leonard Law, which extended to students the right to say on any campus, public or private, anything he or she can legally say off campus.

Led by Robert Corry, a 26-year-old Stanford law student who had yet to graduate or pass the California Bar, nine students filed suit last May in Santa Clara County Superior Court. Although in place for two years, the Stanford code had never been enforced. Yet as Corry, now a staff attorney with the Pacific Legal Foundation in Sacramento, explains, “The code’s chilling effect was a major factor in our decision to sue. . . . We wanted to be able to speak freely on controversial and sensitive topics. . . .”

California Superior Court Judge Peter Stone issued his opinion in Corry, et al. v. The Leland Stanford, Jr. University, et al. on February 27. Ruling for the students, Stone wrote a 43-page opinion that found the code “overbroad” and criticized it for attempting selectively to ban certain words and expressions. Drawing on the U.S. Supreme Court’s 1992 decision in R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, Stone wrote, “Defendants cannot proscribe speech that merely hurts the feelings of those who hear it.”

Robert Corry and the other dissident students had initially hoped to overturn the speech code through the Student Senate. When his bill to do so was introduced for debate, Corry quickly learned the extent of the university’s devotion to the code: Stanford President Gerhard Casper, a former constitutional law professor, testified in its favor for nearly an hour. “I tried to lobby within the system to get rid of it, and the lawsuit was simply the last straw,” says Corry. “Since the code doesn’t apply to them, Stanford officials don’t know what it’s like to wake up every morning and know that if you say the wrong thing you can be expelled from school.”

In court, Stanford attorneys challenged the Leonard Law’s constitutionality, charging that it violated Stanford’s right of academic freedom. Judge Stone found otherwise, noting that Stanford’s speech code violated students’ First Amendment rights by proscribing “more than just fighting words,” and violated R.A.V. by targeting “the content of certain speech.”

As UCLA law professor Eugene Volokh interprets current Supreme Court jurisprudence, “racial epithets might sometimes be fighting words. . . . but the interesting twist R.A.V. puts on this is that you just can’t ban fighting words with a particular point of view.”

In finding against Stanford, Judge Stone also upheld California’s Leonard Law, declaring that it represents an instance where “the State has undertaken to restore constitutional speech protections otherwise available to its citizens.” He went on to remind Stanford officials that, as overseers of a major university, they have ample resources at their disposal to “ardently and effectively express their intolerance for intolerance through wholly constitutional means.”

Corry worries that the university might now resort to increased “sensitivity training” as an alternative to the speech code. “I hope they realize that free speech is the answer to bad speech, not thought control,” he says.

President Casper sought to minimize the consequences of the decision. “Civility at Stanford will continue, with or without the Grey Interpretation,” he said in announcing the University’s decision not to appeal the court’s ruling. But many other observers think Stone’s ruling spells the end for speech codes. “I think it’s over,” says California State Senator and Stanford law professor Tom Campbell of the speech code movement. UCLA’s Volokh agrees: “Speech codes are in very big trouble.”

Ironically, Robert Corry says that he recently received a phone call from a U.C. Berkeley student who wants to challenge his school’s speech code, asking him, “Can you come across the bay and show us how it’s done?”

—CRAIG L. HYMOWITZ

Craig L. Hymowitz is a fellow with the Investigative Journalism Project of the Center for the Study of Popular Culture in Los Angeles.
Conservatives and free speech

Once insistent that universities silence unwanted invective, conservative voices now defend free expression on campus.

IT WASN'T SO LONG AGO that die-hard conservatives stood foursquare on the Constitution in ideological opposition to demands of the civil rights movement. They patriotically supported American military involvement abroad. They denounced protesters who went limp when arrested for civil disobedience. And, of course, they gagged in outrage at the Free Speech Movement at UC-Berkeley.

Thirty years later, however, “civil rights” is the cornerstone word for conservatives in their upcoming fight against affirmative action. Opposition to military involvement abroad comes mostly from conservative voices. And they don’t seem outraged these days about civil disobedience as practiced by anti-abortion activists who go limp when arrested. (At the same time, liberal veterans of the civil rights movement now support standards in hiring to rectify de facto segregation or sexism. Support for military expeditions abroad — in the name of human rights — comes mostly from liberal voices. And the civil disobedience of anti-abortion demonstrations is viewed by liberals as criminal behavior.)

But the most astonishing flip is the issue of free speech on the campus.

Last week, we heard a young attorney for the very conservative Pacific Legal Foundation saying, in public, “We value our right to free speech, especially in a university setting. There are few rights more important than the right to speak out.”

And we hear Stanford University solemnly assert that free speech doesn’t include speech that contains hateful words.

It was the first case argued by Robert Corry, who was a student when he and eight others filed suit against Stanford’s five-year-old regulations against “personal vilification of students on the basis of their sex, race, color, handicap, religion, sexual orientation or national and ethnic origin.” They claimed it was a free speech issue.

The university argued that fighting words, “gutter epithets and symbols of bigotry” aren’t protected by the First Amendment, an awkward position that the court wisely rejected.

Because the university’s hate-speech rules included only certain epithets and failed to mention others, Judge Peter Stone of Santa Clara County Superior Court said Stanford violated the U.S. Constitution by regulating the content of speech. The university had asserted its own First Amendment right as a private institution “to be free of state regulation with respect to its speech,” a laughable convolution that failed to persuade the judge.

“If a student harbors racist sentiments, let him bring his views out rather than let them fester,” said Corry, a voice of 1995 conservatism. “That’s what free speech is all about.”

The university may appeal, but in the meantime, we find ourselves taking a spin on the whirligig of time with student firebrand Mario Savio (now middle-aged) and his outraged critics back in 1964. Amazingly, they have much in common today.

GOP ‘contract’ and airships

You picture Congress in its usual state of inertia and gridlock. But what about those airships? We’ve been hearing a lot lately about the environmental impact of airships, and it seems like we’re on the verge of making some real progress.

But wait, there’s more! We hear that the Republican Party has come up with a “contract” to address these issues. They want to make it easier for companies to develop and use airships, but they also want to ensure that these airships are environmentally friendly.

Either your age or your memory is failing you. While we were busy fighting for environmental laws, our liberal Democrat colleagues were cozying up to the environmentalists, promising to deliver on their promises of regulation and oversight.

Either you or your memory is failing you. While we were busy fighting for environmental laws, our liberal Democrat colleagues were cozying up to the environmentalists, promising to deliver on their promises of regulation and oversight.

Where were you when the so-called “contract” was made? We were busy fighting for environmental laws, but it seems like we’re not the only ones interested in these issues. Perhaps these new policies will provide a boost for bipartisan support and progress.

I recall the opposition in Washington and Sacramento to those airships that made environmental law complex and unmanageable. But we’ve made significant progress since then. With the help of the federal government, we’ve been able to develop and use airships in a more environmentally friendly way.

Gerald J. Trelis
Camero

The eagerness of Republicans to eliminate all environmental protection is puzzling. Do these dimwits really think they can slip an amendment through Congress exempting them from the consequences of their bad ideas? That’s what happened with the出生缺陷, 基因损伤
Free Speech Will Rightfully Reign Over Stanford

Recently, Stanford President Gerhard Casper announced that the University would not appeal the court decision striking down the school’s speech code. The code prohibited insults based on “sex, race, color, handicap, religion, sexual orientation, or national and ethnic origin.” In the case of Corry v. Stanford University, Superior Court Judge Peter G. Stone agreed with the nine student plaintiffs that Stanford’s speech code violated our free speech rights and chilled discussion of sensitive issues. Judge Stone also upheld California’s Leonard Law, which provides students at private universities the same First Amendment rights that we enjoy off campus.

In his concession speech, President Casper repeatedly disagreed with the Judge’s ruling and with the Leonard Law. At one point, Casper stated that because he grew up in Nazi Germany, he confessed “to possessing less certainty about absolute positions than do the plaintiffs in Corry.” As a plaintiff, I cannot in good conscience accept full credit for this “absolute” position. This is also the position of the First Amendment, of the great men who penned the Constitution, of the majority of the United States Supreme Court through the years, and of the American people since before we were even a nation. Most importantly, this so-called “absolute position” is the position of the thoughtful and articulate 43-page opinion ultimately rendered by Judge Stone, an exceptional man who unquestionably appreciates the value of freedom. As a young boy, Judge Stone accompanied his family as they fled the persecution of Jews in Nazi Germany for a better life in America. In holding this absolute position, the Stanford Nine are in good company indeed.

Americans have a historical reverence for free speech. I know we always will, if my fellow plaintiffs are any indication. In America, we solve our problems by talking them over. Perhaps if Germany had had a First Amendment or a Leonard Law, my grandfather, the late Robert M. Corry, would not have needed to brave the German bullets with the first wave of troops on D-Day at Omaha Beach, June 6, 1944. The atrocities of the Holocaust might have been prevented by a free people who could speak out against their government’s abhorrent policies.

If there is a compromise to be made between free speech and other considerations, that compromise was made in 1791 when the First Amendment was ratified. “Congress shall make no law...abridging the freedom of speech.” Make no law. Be-
fore the plaintiffs won this case, for what great end did Stanford compromise its students’ freedom of speech? The assurance that students are not offended—not generally, but only by reason of their “sex, race, color, handicap, religion, sexual orientation, or national and ethnic origin.” Stanford’s official policy constituted intolerance for intolerance.

But freedom is not free. So that we all have the right to free speech, we are all offended from time to time. Few things are more offensive to me than someone malevolently burning an American flag, but America is great enough to tolerate such displays. Similarly, Stanford is strong enough to tolerate “politically incorrect” speech. In fact, such speech may help us accomplish our mission or educating young minds even more effectively. In America, we answer bad speech with more speech, not censorship. Students need to learn how to respond, not how to censor. Funny, Stanford’s administration never clamored to protect me from the insult of someone burning an American flag.

In expressing disapproval of the Leonard Law, President Casper attempted to characterize this enlightened statute as “governmental intrusion” into the private sector. In my years at Stanford Law School, I rarely heard a professor argue that government, consistent with the Constitution, should not cure a problem where one exists. Silencing of students by university speech codes is a problem in the State of California. Speech codes are contrary to the very mission of our educational institutions. By teaching students that it is acceptable to censor disagreeable speech, speech codes warp the young minds that will someday be running this state and nation.

Perhaps this would be a better world if private citizens were entirely free of governmental control. But government regulates nearly every aspect of Stanford’s affairs, from the disposal of its wastes to the hiring of its professors. What higher justification for such intervention can there be than protecting the educational process so fundamental to our future? President Casper’s reasoning eliminates countless other laws meddling in the private sector and invites our rendering the state powerless to allow its citizens to vindicate their constitutional rights.

Obviously, Corry v. Stanford is a great victory for students. No student matriculates at a great educational institution like Stanford to handicap his or her ability to think, speak, and search for the truth. Without the legal expertise of a lawyer, nine students, including myself, courageously brought this challenge to court. Because we triumphed over the skilled corporate lawyers Stanford hired to defend itself, our victory is especially sweet. Students everywhere now realize they too can stand up for their freedom against oppression and win. To paraphrase the great Judge Learned Hand, if liberty dies in people’s hearts, no court can save it. Right now, liberty is alive and well in the hearts of Stanford students.

But this case is also great victory for Stanford itself. We now join the nation’s other great schools in allowing that unbridled freedom of speech that is essential to a good education. Indeed, if free speech cannot flourish at a place like Stanford, then this country is in pathetic shape. Stanford was temporarily held prisoner by the current climate of political correctness. Desiring not to offend certain specific people for certain special reasons, Stanford lost sight of the essential freedom of speech. The Stanford Nine have freed their school to commit itself to the fundamental principles of academic freedom embodied in its own motto: “Let the Winds of Freedom Blow.” Amen.

Rob Corry is the lead plaintiff in Corry v. Stanford University; he argued the case in court representing himself and eight other students. Mr. Corry graduated from Stanford Law School in June, 1994, and is now an attorney practicing at the Pacific Legal Foundation in Sacramento. He is a former columnist for The Stanford Review.